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Omi was on fire and suddenly opened the Star Hidden Great Law.

However, at that moment, another punch with blazing flames came from Uluo.

Omi’s Star Hidden Great Law was useless in the face of this kind of flame attack, the Star Hidden Great
Law could work mainly non-sharp attacks, mainly power attacks, and in the face of flames, the Star
Hidden Great Law was like a show.

Omi didn’t have time to think about it and panicked to retreat, but it was too late, Omi was burned red
and almost died.

Although Omi had killed the Xuanxian Demon King before, that Xuanxian Demon King was an ordinary
demon, and that Demon King’s attacks were just able to be diverted and absorbed by Omi’s Star
Hidden Great Law.And right now, this Wu Luo, who was not only a War God, but also a War God among
War Gods, was not comparable to that Xuan Xian Demon King at all, and he mainly attacked flame
spells, and Omi’s Star Hidden Great Law was ineffective against such spells.In short, Omi, who was one
realm below him, was no match for Wu Li.

Cheng Yu shouted, “Uslow, you stop.”

Wu Shuo’s eyes were red, “You guys are bullying people too much, so don’t blame me.”

“Wu Shuo, you stop, I’ll just go with you.”Cheng Yu loudly so.

But, that Wu Shu said, “I don’t need you to pity me, a soldier can be killed, but not insulted, Omi he did
this to me, I will never forgive.”

Omi was also angry: “Usui, you f*cking, what have I done to you, one mouthful so to you.”

“I know what you think of me in your heart, Omi, go die.”Once again, Wu Yao came up for the kill. A
second to remember to read the book

Omi had been injured by his flames twice in a row, and if it continued, I’m afraid that if it continued,
Omi wouldn’t be able to handle even a few more times.

“Ahhhh.”Omi was furious.

If Omi wanted to defeat Wu Siao, for now, was there only one possibility, and that was to be on the
same level as Wu Siao.

Omi didn’t even dodge in the face of the flames that were killing Wu Siao, and looked as if he was left
to die.

Cheng Yu shouted, “Dodge, you’re crazy.”

Cheng Yu subconsciously rushed up and helped Omi block.



“Boom!”The sound, Cheng Yu was no match for Wu Lu, and after blocking a move for Omi, his entire
body flew away, and the clothes on Cheng Yu’s body were also incinerated.

“Cheng Yu.”

Omi let out a monstrous rage and immediately shouted, “Give me a break in place.”

Omi didn’t know why he shouted this, it seemed to be shouted completely unconsciously.

In the next second, a brilliant light flashed on Omi’s body.

Suddenly, Omi broke through in place and became a late stage Dao Immortal.

The Omi who became a late stage Dao Immortal felt all different when his eyes looked at Uluo again,
as if Uluo’s strength had dropped all of a sudden.

At this time, the flying away Cheng Yu was already alive or dead.

Omi roared in anger, “Go to hell, son of a bitch.”

Omi cut down with a fierce slash, which was a slash of the Sun and Moon Shura.

“Boom.”A fiery collision erupted on the scene, and a radius of tens of miles instantly turned into black
charcoal, showing how intense this one collision was.

Wu Siao was now also greatly horrified, Omi actually broke through in place and instantly became a
late Dao Immortal, Wu Siao no longer had the strength to oppress Omi in his realm.

Just that, though, Wu Siao and Omi were on the same level, we were both geniuses at the same level,
and Omi was only touching even with a single slash.

However, Omi was one hundred percent confident of killing him now, and only needed to wait for the
second collision.

“I’ll kill you.

” Wu Li didn’t know if it was jealousy or what, maybe he was just jealous to begin with, after all, the
goddess he coveted so much came to live with Omi of her own accord, and he was like a spurned loser,
that’s why Wu Li lost his mind.

“Drink.”

“Buzz.”

Another duel of the strongest moves.

The entire ground, as if an atomic bomb had exploded, raised a cloud of dust similar to a mushroom
cloud.

And in the midst of the dust, Omi and Wu Siao were stationary in the air.

It was only when the dust drifted down that they saw that Omi’s knife, which had been inserted
through Wu Siao’s eye socket and then pierced through the back of his head, was still there.



Naru, who was seriously injured, fell to the ground and saw the scene.

“Ah.”Cheng Yu was stunned, she thought that Omi would definitely die, after all, it was a late Dao
Immortal, Usuo.

But she didn’t expect that Omi had killed Usui.

“Puff.”Omi pulled his knife out and made a puffing sound, blood sprayed from the mouth of the knife,
and Wu Siao’s body fell to the ground.

“Phew.”Omi exhaled, this Wu Siao was really hard to kill, to be precise, it really wasn’t that easy to kill
a genius of this level.

“Omi, how are you?”Chengyu asked weakly.

Omi flew up and leaned Chengyu up.

“Chengyu, why are you so stupid, why are you blocking his moves for me.”

“I thought you were too stupid to dodge.”Cheng Yu stared.

But no matter what, in this situation, it was enough for Cheng Yu to block moves for Omi, after all, no
one knew if blocking the moves of a late Dao Immortal’s great genius would kill him.

“I’m fine, what about you?”Don Omi said.

“I can’t move, but I’m not dead.”Cheng Yu sighed, Cheng Yu was also a mid-Dao Immortal, but he was
beaten like this by a single move fromWu Yao, compared to howmuch stronger Omi was before, at
least Omi was only lightly injured after being attacked by Wu Yao several times in a row.

“Ah.”Just at this moment, Cheng Yu suddenly screamed.

“What are you screaming for.”

Cheng Yu hadn’t realized that she, until this moment, was naked, so wouldn’t it be if Omi had just
helped her up.

“Ah.”Cheng Yu hissed again.

“Hey, hey, hey, what are you shouting for.”

“Hurry up, get me something to cover up.”

Only then did Omi take out a set of man’s clothes for her.

“There are no women’s clothes, you can put them on first.”

“Oooh, I can’t move.”Cheng Yu was extremely depressed.

“I can help you put it on if you can’t move.”

“I don’t want it, you leave right now and don’t come near me.”



Omi snorted, “You think I’ll look at you, think too much, I’ve seen every structure of a woman’s body,
I’ve long since lost that heart.”

“Shameless, go away.”

“Then I’m leaving.”

Omi left, and after two days, Cheng Yu recovered, which is why he dressed himself.

In another place, Omi rebuilt a wooden house.

Omi thought in his heart, now that he had broken through to the late Dao Immortal stage, could he go
through the fifth level?

So, Omi went to the tribe where the fifth level was located.

At this time.Omi discovered that everyone in the entire tribe where the fifth level was located had
become late Dao Immortals.
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